Dear Falcon Families,

As teachers and parents, we’re all feeling overwhelmed by the news about COVID-19 and the effects on our everyday lives. But supporting learning and keeping a sense of normalcy and routine for kids is important, especially during sudden school closures. As schools and teachers are working quickly to create distance learning plans, parents are juggling many uncertainties including work situations and basic needs, all while trying to keep their kids engaged with learning at home. While this new reality won’t be easy, the good news is that we worked to support each other – thank you.

We are quickly approaching the end of the semester, our students and staff continue to shine while facing the unprecedented uncertainty of these trying times. Our students are continuing to navigate Remote Learning and persevere through this new method of learning. Our teachers and students are demonstrating a determination to do this well and finish the 2019-2020 school year in a productive, positive manner. CFHS students are the core of what we do at CFHS, and we all feel a great sense of pride in seeing them continue to value learning and dedicate themselves to their classes.

Our seniors are ready to soar. I have heard from parents, teachers, and seniors as they continue to adapt. They are determined to celebrate their success and rise to the occasion during this global pandemic, and that is something we all can be proud of.

In case you missed it, here are some of the recent information, recognitions and updates from CFHS:

**Senior Events:**

- **May 11-13** 8:00am-4:00pm Individual Senior Graduation Videotaping
- **May 15** 7:00pm Senior Parade in Graduation Gowns through the CFHS Parking Lots
- **May 18** 7:00pm Senior Honors Virtual Ceremony (available for viewing)
- **May 20** 7:30pm Graduation Virtual Ceremony (available for viewing)

Last, we will send a notification soon about students coming on campus to collect personal items from classes and lockers. In addition, we ask that they return school issued items on that same day. Items that need to be returned include all textbooks, library books, music, instruments that are rented, calculators, Chrome books and any other school-issued items. Please begin to talk to your son or daughter about what will need to be collected and returned. The campus will be open and staffed for this collection and return of items May 18th - 21st with assigned dates and times for students in order to maintain social distancing standards during this process.

With warmest regards,

Jody Brase
Principal
During this time, CFHS Counselors remain available to support students in their academic and post-secondary planning, as well as with social-emotional concerns. Students may contact their counselor via email, or may schedule a virtual appointment by going to the Counseling webpage and clicking on the "Schedule an Appointment" link under their counselor’s name.

Schedule an appointment
Stay Informed - Follow us on Facebook
Learn more by visiting CFHS Counseling website

May, 2020 Reminders from the Nurse:

1) Please return elevator keys to the Bursar for a refund.
2) Contact nurse: hchirovsky@cfsd16.org to make arrangements for any medication pick up.
3) **Health forms needed for next school year:**
   a) **Each student** must send in a HARD copy of the Health Information/Emergency Contact form, that also gives consent for some over-the-counter medications.
   b) Health forms such as: FARE Allergy Action Plan, Seizure Plan, Medication Consent Form, Carry inhaler and Carry Epinephrine forms, Medication Consent form, Doctor's Orders for special Health Procedures, etc. are on the District Health Services site: https://www.cfsd16.org/index.php/academics/student-support-services/health-services
   c) Contact the nurse, counselor or administrator for an Exclusion/Exemption Form for Chronic Health Conditions requiring related absences: hchirovsky@cfsd16.org.
Reminder: FFO Meeting Tuesday May 12 9:00am. 
[Click here](#) for link.

**Thank you**

to everyone that helped the FFO this year with your time, talents, or contributions.

A special thanks to these leaders:

- Alisia Aviles
- Amy Bhola
- Anne Gruber
- April Golden
- Ashleigh Kruk
- Cindee Reynolds
- Cindy Williams
- Galena Robinson
- Gina Chen
- Jean Popham
- Jessica Brandt
- Julie Farbarik
- Justine Annucci
- Lalita Hadley
- Linda Gee
- Michael Kruk
- Monisha Patel

If you or someone you know wants to volunteer or work with the FFO please email [cfhsffopresident@gmail.com](mailto:cfhsffopresident@gmail.com)

Sincerely,
Marianne Fett
CFHS FFO President
[cfhsffopresident@gmail.com](mailto:cfhsffopresident@gmail.com)
[www.cfhsffo.org](http://www.cfhsffo.org)
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